1. I have endeavoured, in this short Paper, to give a simple and connected theory of the construction of logarithms, which I think has not hitherto been done. As for 'A it may be evidently taken at pleasure; and innu merable systems of logarithms may be formed by assigning different values to it, for 'A L ( i + x) + 'A L (i + j -) = 'A L { ( i + x) ( i + j y ) } which expresses that, if every logarithm in a system be mul tiplied by the same constant quantity, the products wrill still form a system of logarithms to the same numbers.
Cor. By an easy transformation of L ( i + ,r)> we get for Brigg's logarithms, M being the modulus, ever the logarithm of a fraction is spoken of in the following proposition, it is supposed to be found by this series.
How are we to begin, in forming a table of logarithms?
D elambre (Preface to Borda} p. 75) says, that we should begin at 10,000; and the same writer (Memoires de PInstitut, Tome cinq. p. 65), speaking of the great French Tables, says that the logarithms of primes under 10,000 were calculated directly by series, and those of numbers above 10,000 by six orders of differences. Now it is not easy to see, why any of the logarithms in the lower half of the Table, except those of the numbers 2 and 3, should be computed directly; since they may be got, each by a single subtraction, from those in the upper half. Sup pose, for instance, there had been found directly the loga rithms of numbers from 100,000 to 200,000; those of numbers down to 50,000 are found by merely subtracting the loga rithm of 2, successively, from those of all the even numbers; L. Tables. 219   beginning at the topof theTable, withL. 199999S,L. 1999996, See. , and setting down the remainder for the logarithms of the successive numbers below 100,000, viz. L. 99999, L . 9 9 9 9 8 > & c * When we have got down to 50,000, if we were to proceed in the same way, we should have to operate on the logarithms thus obtained, between 100,000 and 50,000: If, therefore, we fear any accumulation of errors, we may (because 3x49999 = 149997) subtract the logarithm of 3 from L . 149997, and from the logarithm of every third number going downward, and set the remainders down successively for the logarithms of numbers below 50,000. And thus we may proceed till we get somewhat below 34,000; then the logarithm of 4 will carry us down to 25,000; and the loga rithm of 5 to 20,000, which completes the work, those below 20,000 having been already found.
of Logarithmic
In the great French Tables, however, it has been thought proper to calculate the logarithms of numbers under 10,000 with more decimal places than the rest. These must neces sarily be found independently of the others; as they form in reality a separate Table. In the next proposition, is contained a general method of finding converging series for the calculation of logarithms. The propositions which follow this are only corollaries from it, and give forms for interpolation ; so that every thing relat ing to the construction of logarithms is effected by one sim ple and uniform process. on the construction Prop. II. 3 . To express a number (r) by the product of a series of fractions converging continually towards unity.
Let n, n ', n " , &c. be numbers much less than in the equation #=<3?, change x, in the second member, into < a? + w, and multiply by such a factor as will restore the equality; there arises oc = (a? + n )x of this equation, we change oc into + , in the factor --L-, and multiply by such a fractional factor as shall again restore the equality, we have
,
If here, in like manner, we change x into x-\-n" in the last factor, and restore the equality as before, by annexing a new factor, then
x + n + nX (x + n + n") (x + n1+nu) X x (x+n + n' )(x + n + n")(x+ « '+ « " ) (x + n ) ( x + n') (x + n")(x + n + n' + n") and the same process may be repeated as long as we think it necessary. Now it is plain that the last annexed factor, as we continue these operations, must always approach nearer to unity than that which was the last before; thus, n being very small compared with x, does not much differ from unity, and when x-\-n' is put for x in this fraction ( ' being also very small compared with x) its value will be nearly the same as before : of course the annexed factor will differ very little from unity: and it will differ from it much less than the preceding factor for let ~~= = i-(x, -i'-(x , and (x and [x' being small fractions ; the new factor 0 W T 7f = tE^-»-(^~V )n e a rly : and consequently differs less from unity than the factor which was last before. 4. These equations, being put into logarithms, give a series of converging expressions for the logarithm of x. W e have successively,
but before we put the third equation into logarithms, it will be better to simplify i t ; one of the most obvious ways of doing which is to make w +^'= /z,y; then
x* + 3«'xa+(nnf ■ + • x) * This may be still farther simplified by making n= n', con sequently w "=2«, then 2 L .
(
If now we change n into -1, and x into x + 2 , we shall fall upon the elegant formula of Mr. Borda.*
M r. K night on construction
In like manner we might investigate approximations of the fourth and following orders: but this kind of research has very little use, and the Proposition was inserted for a different purpose, Prop. III.
Supposing t h a t
, in the last Proposition, n = n '= n " = &c.= -1. It is required to find the law of the converging expressions for L . x.
In this case the four first transformations give
which, put into logarithms, give
where a coincidence may be observed between the coefficients and those in the binomial theorem; and it is easily shown that the same coincidence will have place, how far soever we continue the method; or that, in general, the converging expression will be L . x =^L ( x -0 -^L ( x -2 ) + f c^L ( x -3 ) -. . .
For, if it be denied, let this represent a single result, to pass on to the next, we change into x -1, in the logarithm of the fraction, and add a new logarithm (L ) to restore the equality: the equation will thus become J so that the whole expression is of the same form as before, which is therefore proved to be general. (>. Cor. 1. If in the values of x. in the last article, we put for x, in the second .r-j-i, in the third x-j-2, in the fourth .r+ 3 , and so on ; and moreover represent the last fractions arising after such substitution by a, , a.", a.'", &c., we get the following set of equations f o r, are subject to this law, that the mth fraction ( provided it is not the last) in the value of x+w, is equal to a-f -n-1 divided by the product of the first m-1 fractions in the expression of x-\-n -l.
MDCCCXVIII. These equations are subject to a law arising from that which we noticed in (6), viz. that the mth term ( provided it is not the last) in the value of L"-* is equal to minus the sum of the first m-i terms in the expression L •••(*-*). By term I here mean the whole expression included between two brackets.
If we form Lee'... n generally from the last term of equa tion ( a) we have
If any one should not be satisfied that the form given to L"...(»+i) is general, he has only to form 1/...(w+2)from it, and he will find the same form in that case. Now L' • (n+2) is formed from U'»•••(*+*) by changing x into .r + i (or L"-*r into L"" (r+ I) in all the terms but the last L . and this we may remember had x first changed into xafterwards into . r + i , so that it receives no alteration. Finally there is to be added L . «"•»(«+*).
7.
Cor. 2. Change x into x -1 in equations (6), and let the new values of o l, ct\ &c, be j3, j 0', 0", &c., and there arises the following series of equations,
.r -f i= .r x ^x 0 ' x/3" * + 2 = ( * + i ) x X ( -^ X /3"x /3"' &c. &c. which being multiplied by equations (6), the first by the first, the second by the second, and so on, factor by factor, and putting a.x 13 = s ,a'x jG'=s', u"y,$"=:s", and When treating of the equations marked (c), we noticed a law to which the terms are subject; this law affords an easy method of eliminating the second, third, &c. terms, and, bv this means, we find, successively,
L . xzz'i j L(t-1)4-L ( x-4) | -2 j L(a-2)4-L(x-3) j --Lft?-5)4-series, L ,x=4 | L(a'-1)-L(t-5) ] -5 | L(x-2)-L(t-4) J +L(x-6)4-series,

L . x-$ | L(,t--i)4-L (x-3)4-L(t-4)4-L(t-6) | -9 | L(.r-2) + L(a:-5 | -L(x-
If any one doubts whether this form is general, for every value of n, let it be only a single value; and supposing x, a", &c. to become a, a', a", &c., by the substitution of x-^-i t s z for x, we have
Now, if we consider the manner in which the last fractional factors, in the values of x, at the beginning of the last pro position, were formed from one another; and the change which they afterwards underwent in forming equations ( ), we shall easily perceive that
the same form as before, which is there-
fore general. 9.
By means of equations (<?) the logarithm of a number is found from the logarithm of that which precedes it, and the process will consist of a number of additions, equal to the number of the values of & we make use of.
Thus, if L . a!" be so small, as not to affect the last figure, to which we intend to carry the logarithms, it may be neg lected and we must make
Here the quantities r', r", r"', &c. are formed by two tions each, one more gives the logarithms; for, by substituting in (r), These are the most converging values, I shall show pre sently how to expand them into series of monomials.
10.
If the intended number of decimal places should re quire L . a!" also to be retained, make, first
If L . a!'" had been used, we must have made L . '+ L . ot!" = r , and have proceeded as before.
C)
The substitutions above being made equations (<?) become &c. Where it is plain that each logarithm is found by four addi tions r', r", r ,7/, &c. being got by two each. with respect to those of L (x+ ra-1), which we observed in equations (c) ; we have therefore by a similar elimination, 
